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Dear Directors and fellow MUN Secretariats,

We’re delighted to announce that our first-ever Beijing Model United Nations
Beijing conference is now in preparation. BEIMUN Beijing will be hosted from 
October 28th to 30th, 2022 at the International School of Beijing. Please be 
reminded that BEIMUN-BJ will be a fully in-person conference, hence it will only 
be open to schools within Beijing. Schools unable to attend BEIMUN-BJ will still 
be able to participate in our online BEIMUN XXX conference, scheduled to take 
place from February 23rd to 26th, 2023. Finally, BEIMUN-BJ will be conducted 
entirely in English.

The theme for our first ever BEIMUN-BJ conference is “Power of Possibility: 
Capitalizing on the Potential of our Youth”. An explanation for this year's theme 
can be found in a later section of this letter of invitation. 

BEIMUN has a proud history of serving as a platform for global-minded debate 
and discussion amongst the leaders of tomorrow. We hope to see you join us in 
this engaging experience in October.

Sincerely,
Ray Fang, Renee Kuo, Grace Fung, Sally Kim
Secretariat of BEIMUN Beijing

Foreword from the Secretariat 



"The Model United Nations program in Beijing is an extension of The Hague
International Model United Nations (THIMUN). As an affiliate, BEIMUN seeks to
reflect the ideas and principles of a peaceful post-Cold War world. The
Coordinators of the program believe that this world order more accurately reflects
the original motives of the authors of the 1945 San Francisco Charter than events
following the Potsdam Conference of the same year. It is our hope that BEIMUN
will continue to act as another regional centre of THIMUN conference affiliates
helping to revitalize the original ideals of the United Nations.

Current events confirm that the attitudes and voting patterns of the United
Nations members are changing. Hence, at BEIMUN, the diplomat of any member
state, no matter how large or small, rich or poor, who exercises independence of
character and a critical mind, can truly serve his nation honorably in a great
experiment in world community. The individual delegate's efforts at
communication and behavior will be the most important factors in the drive for a
better world and a quality MUN conference. Any delegate who sits idly by weakens
his/her own nation's significance in this simulation and therefore the forum as
well.

MUN teachers have the daunting instructional task of destroying stereotypes to
free students to think and communicate both as delegates and diplomats of a
world community. Those with so called non-essential countries, and those with
spotlighted countries have equally difficult tasks. Some of you, who view the
conference and events on the world stage, think they know the correct position of
the spotlighted countries, and that the other countries have little or nothing to
contribute. The history of the United Nations in the 1980's, points to the folly of
such thinking. This attitude must be overcome if schools are to contribute to
establishing the best precedents for future world citizens.

We ask for your understanding, cooperation, and quality work in preparation and
participation in order to uphold the principles described above. Victory belongs to
all of the delegates at the conference who negotiate the best solutions possible to
the most complex issues of this new era in which we live. I do believe that the day
is coming when THIMUN and their affiliates become the voice of the youth of this
planet and that you, BEIMUN delegates, will have the opportunity to contribute to
the shaping of our world."

– Irwin Stein, Founder of BEIMUN, January 1993

Statement of Purpose



The International School of Beijing (ISB) is a private international coeducational day
school located in Shunyi District, Beijing, China. ISB has a history of excellence that
spans more than 40 years. We are proud of our vibrant, culturally diverse
community, where each day 1,650 students representing over 50 countries engage in
challenging and joyful learning. Research-based programs, high-quality teaching,
and outstanding and ever-improving facilities mean students at ISB are being
prepared for success in a world that keeps changing at a breathtaking pace. To learn
more, visit https://www.isb.bj.edu.cn/.   

About the International School of Beijing



Wars, climate change, humanitarian crises: we live in an age in which negative
news is ubiquitous. Regardless of who is to blame, the responsibility for
solving these problems falls upon our generation. It may be easy to despair in
the face of uncertainty, but at this decisive turning point, we must not
underestimate the power of our youth as agents of change. Ahead of us lies
the possibility to rectify the mistakes of the past and redefine the direction
moving forward. We must act upon these issues with the utmost urgency and
unity, arming ourselves with knowledge, compassion, and hope so that we
may together capitalize on the potential of our youth to realize a vision for a
peaceful and prosperous future ahead.

Conference Theme

Power of the Possibility:
Capitalizing on the Potential of our Youth



Evaluating and addressing the impact of COVID-19 on the physical and mental
health of the global youth population
Promoting innovative ways for youth to participate in civic engagement

The question of affordable higher education and addressing the problem of
student debt
Addressing the problem of youth unemployment

Fully including the younger generation in environmental efforts
Addressing the problem of fast fashion

Protecting children from domestic abuse
Improving outcomes for refugee children

Ensuring equal access to high-quality sexual health curricula for all youth
Addressing the problem of rising levels of academic stress

General Assembly (GA1) 

Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) 

Environmental Commission (ENV) 

Human Rights Council (HRC)

World Health Assembly (WHA)

Committee & Topics



Form I and student officer applications open Friday May 6th, 2022

Student officer applications and recommendations due Friday September 16,

2022

Form I closes Friday September 16th, 2022

Form II opens Monday September 19th. 2022

Student officers announced Wednesday September 21st, 2022

Form II closes Friday September 26th, 2022

Delegation and committee assignments released Friday September 30th, 2022

Research reports published Friday October 7th, 2022

Payment due Friday October 21st, 2022

Registration and Deadlines

"Thank you for all your incredibly hard 
work throughout the conference, from 

patiently dealing with tech issues to 
doing all the behind-the-scenes work to 

coordinate between 300+ delegates. 
[We] look forward to participating in 

the future!"
- Feedback from BEIMUN XXIX

"I truly enjoyed the very well-run
online conference. The conference was

well organized and overall I loved it!
Thank you for all of your hard work!" 

- Feedback from BEIMUN XXIX



Conference Fees

The conference fee will be 150 RMB per person, including lunch for Saturday,
and snacks for Friday, Saturday, and Sunday as well as goodie bags. 

Refund Policy

Please note that October 21st, 2022 is when
the final payment is due for participants
and that there will be no refunds available
after this date. Schools that have paid prior
to this deadline may still request refunds
with a valid reason up until this date.

In the event that BEIMUN-BJ is cancelled,
full refunds will be issued



Transfer Information 

*Please indicate that the payment is for "BEIMUN BEIJING"

Transfer to RMB Bank Account: (Must be written in Chinese Language)

账⼾名称 (RMB Account Name): 
北京顺义国际学校

账⼾地址 (Account Address):
中国北京市 顺义区 安华街 10 号
邮政编码 101318
账⼾号码 (RMB Account No.):
No: 11001071700056056959
银⾏名称 (Bank Name):
中国建设银⾏北京安华⽀⾏

银⾏地址 (Bank Address):
中国北京市 朝阳区安定路 35 号
邮政编码 100029

Payment Details



Q: When does BEIMUN Beijing take place?
A: BEIMUN Beijing is a three-day conference, taking place from October 28th to 
30th, 2022.
Q: How is BEIMUN Beijing different from BEIMUN XXX Online?
A: BEIMUN Beijing is a face-to-face conference open only to schools in Beijing 
whose students and teachers will be able to travel to our campus without any 
restrictions (depending on COVID situation in October). BEIMUN XXX Online will 
occur later in the school year and will be open to any and all interested schools and 
students.
Q: If my school participates in BEIMUN Beijing, can we also participate in 
BEIMUN XXX Online?
A: Certainly, the theme and topics for BEIMUN Beijing will be completely different 
from BEIMUN XXX Online, so you may join us online in February for another type 
of conference experience.
Q: Who can attend BEIMUN Beijing?
A: BEIMUN Beijing is a high-level conference designed for high school students and 
experienced middle school delegates. Students must attend as a part of a teacher-led 
delegation from their school.
Q: How do I register for BEIMUN Beijing?
A: Form 1 for BEIMUN Beijing is now available on our website 
https://www.beijingmun.org under the "Registration" tab.
Q: What is the language of the conference?
A: The conference will be conducted in English.
Q: What are the registration deadlines?
A: The final due date for Form 1 (pre-registration) is Friday, September 16th, 2022, in 
which schools are required to provide an estimate of how many delegates and 
directors they intend to bring to BEIMUN Being.
Q: What is the refund policy for BEIMUN Beijing?
A: The payment deadline for BEIMUN Beijing is Friday, October 21st, 2022, and no 
refunds will be made after that date.

FAQs



Q: Will BEIMUN issue a fapiao to schools that request it?
A: BEIMUN does not issue a fapiao. However, we can provide an official receipt with
a financial chop. These are usually given to the directors in physical form at the
conference.
Q: Can students from participating schools apply for leadership positions?
A: Yes. While the secretariat and head admin positions are always held by ISB
students, students from other schools may apply for chair positions through the
Student Officer Applications page under the Registration tab on our website.
Q: Does BEIMUN follow THIMUN rules of procedure?
A: Yes. BEIMUN is a THIMUN-affiliated conference, and all debate is run according
to THIMUN protocol.
Q: Are there vegetarian/kosher/halal/vegan dining options?
A: We do our best to offer a variety of food options that will suit all dietary needs.
However, those requiring gluten-free, halal, or dairy-free menu options should first
check with the director or the secretariat to double-check that the ingredients are
acceptable.

For any additional questions/ concerns, please refer to the FAQs section on our
website, https://www.beijingmun.org/faq, or send us an email at
ray.fang@student.isb.bj.edu.cn.

FAQs

https://www.beijingmun.org/beimunxxx-student-officer-application
https://www.beijingmun.org/faq
mailto:ray.fang@student.isb.bj.edu.cn


Beijing is the capital of the People's Republic of China and is a global
megacity with modern architecture mixed with a fascinating history and
complex culture. Beijing is one of the world's leading political, cultural and
economic centres, attracting millions of visitors annually. While in Beijing,
you may enjoy the comfort and convenience of a modernised city while
exploring various iconic historical sites, feasting on the diversified and
inviting Jing cuisine, and embracing the fast-paced lifestyle of this energetic
city. Beijing is also a very safe city, and the local people are generally
friendly to visitors. To make the most of your visit to Beijing, you may want
to set some time aside during your stay to explore what the city has to offer. 

Beijing



Maps and Additional Information




